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Offensive Team Play - by Bjorn Kinding 

1. Introduction 

This presentation is a Video Presentation, so this hand out 
will only shortly overwie the key point of what is shown on 
the video. 

The topic is Offensive Team Play, but limmited to European 
and International Hockey. Because of the differences in; 
size of the ice surface, tournament structures, traditions 
and culture, a few things still vary from North American 
Hockey. Most things however won't mean anything now for you, 
but should be seen upon as a documentary that these princip-
les of Offensive Team Play are valid in European and Interna-
tional Hockey as well. 

My purpose is just to demonstrate how over Offensive Team 
Play is organized. 

2. The Defensive System To Beat  

To onderstand our offensive team play, you have to know what 
kind of defensive system we're playing against. 

A. SPEARING 	 Diagram Nr. 1 

This is the most common defensive strategy. The 
defending team pulls back, and trys to steer the 
offensive team out to the sides. Allways trying 
to control the center of the ice. 

B. THE BLUE LINE 	 Diagram Nr. 2 

The defending team wants to stop the attack on 
their blue line. For that purpose all five play-
ers will be there, and literally form a human 
wall there. This trap can cause very dangerous 
transition attacks, 

C. THE DEFENSIVE ZONE PLAY 	Diagram Nr. 3 

The play in the defensive zone is very tight. The 
wingers pull back, which leaves the point a bit 
open, but therefore its no spce in the slot. 

D. FORECHECKING 	 Diagram Nr. 4 

Forechecking is not executed very often. Because 
the bigger rinks, and the wider corners, there's 
basically no pinching, and the forechecking serve 
only the pupose of setting the defensemen under 
pressure. 
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3. Basic Individual Tactics  

There are two things your trying to do when you're attacking, 
1. Support 

Always support the puck carrier; 
a. Outlet for a pass 
b. Picking his opponent 
c. Cover up behind, in case he'll lose the puck. 

Read the next play so the puck carrier always has instant 
support. 
Use the support. 

2. Get the puck deep 

Where ever you have the puck, point, red line or at the 
half boards, and you don't have any support, there's just 
one play to do, and that's: Get the puck deep! 

The ultimate place is the area behind the net in the of- 
fensive zone. I call that area the "Green Zone". (See 
Diagram Nr. 10) 

4, Break Out Against Forechecking 	Diagram Nr. 5 
Key point: 

1. The Wingers deep on the boards, where the pinch won't 
reach them. 

2. D. Supports D: Passing Option 
Pick the forechecker 
Cover in front of the net 

3. Center supports the Wingers. 

5. Break Out Against Steering 	Diagram Nr. 6, 7 and 8 
This Situation, breaking out against a steering team, is the 
most common, most trained and tactically most challenging play 
in European and International Hockey. 
Key points: 

1. Stretch out the opponent team. 
Make the distance between their Ds and their top forwards in-
crease, so there's a hole in the middle of their pentagon for- 
mation. Pull the puck back, and send a stretchman high, and 
the opponent has to stretch out their positions. 

2. Generate Speed. 
Generate speed outside the play: Behind the puck 

In the corner 
Behind the net and come back into the play with more speed than the defending 

defensemen. 
3. Change the pace. 

A simple bank pass can take the timing away from the defending 
team. 

4. Interfere their system. 
If you pick their top forward, their system doesn't work. 

5. Take initiative. 
Realize that they are defending with five players, so our 
three forwards can't beat them alone. The Ds have to be ready 
to join the attack. 
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6. Attacking on the rush 	Diagram Nr. 9 
In Europe we don't take any risks as we're attacking. Therefore 
the attack on the rush is almost always executed by only three 
players. If, a fourth man joins the attack, it's mostly to re-
place a forward who fell, or lost his position. 
Key points: 

1. Support the puck carrier. 
2. Form a triangle. 
3. Break for the net. 

stay infront of the net. 
4. Fourth man doesn't join the attack to deep. 

7. Attacking in the offensive zone 	Diagram Hr. 10, 11 and 12 
To attack in the offensive zone is a balance act. You want to 
score, but at the same time you have to watch out for the tran-
sition attacks from your opponent. 
Key points: 

1. Deep support (in the "Green Zone") 
A. Be a passing option 
B. Be ready to go into that area, to: 
• make a decisive play 
. win the puck 
.

 
force the opponent to make a bad play 

2. Active Defensemen 

Realize that you are playing 3 on 6 without them. 
In over 80 % of all the goals scored on an offensive zone 
Play, the defenseman was involved. 

3. Third Man high 

A. To secure the defence 
B. 

To be a threat: The distance to their defenseman is big, 
so it's tough to cover a player who stays high. C. Routate who's playing the role of the third man. D. 
From this position the third man is close to everything. 

8. Face Offs 
Diagram Ni', 13 and 14 

In International Hockey, you don't see very many variations of 
the face offs, They are more or less always based on: 
- Win the draw. 
- Pick their blocker. 
- Shoot! 

9. Drills 
Diagram Hr. 15 - 19 

A few example of drills of Offensive Team Play are diagramed on 
page 4, in the diagram section. 

10. Video Trails 
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Diagram 3ection, page 2.. 

Bleak Out Against Trorecheckim.g 

hlaflrnm Hr. 5 
Wingenr. deep 
O. uupport 
Center F...,uppert Winger* 

,Break Out Against Stearing 

Dtagram NP. 6 

1. Stretch the opponent team 
2. 6enerate upeed 

Change the pace 
4. Interfere their !3ystem. 

Take initiative 

nioram Nr. 7 

Diagram Nr. 

Attacking_On_The_Hush 

Diagram Mr. 9 

• .Support the puck carrier 
Form a triangle 

2. Break for (and stay infront 
of) the net 

4. Fourth man Joins the attack 
late 
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Diagram Section, pao:f 
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Attacking  In The Offensive Zone 

Diagram Nr. 10 

Green Zone 

1. Deep support 
A. Passing option 
H. Ready to go into that aren 

Diaf,r.ram Nr. 11 

2. Active Derenfleman 

Diagram Hr. 12 

Third man high 
A. To secure 
H. Distance to opp. defense-

man , tough to cover 
C. houtote 
D. Close to everything 

Face Offs 

Diagram Ur. 13 

Three potential shooters 

Diagram Nv. 14 

Winger delays until Center has 
t*ken a new position in the 
high slot. 
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Diagram Section, page A, 
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lbjectives; 
Break out against forechecking 	/ 
Attack on the rush: 2 on I 

Beth sides start simultaneously. 
After 0 made his pass, he hustle 
to stop the two forwards comming 
from the other end. 
Be turn to starting point 

Objectives: 
Break out against stearing 
Attack on the rush: 3 on 1 
Both sides start simultaneously. 
After D made his pass, he'll get 
net to stop the three players 
comminr from the other end. 
keturn to starting point, in the 

to where you finished, 

Objectives: 
hreak out against stearing 
Attack on the rush: a on I 

Both EA des start simultaneously. 
Actor D made his hack pass, he'll 
get set to stop the three playerr 
eoudnr from the other end. 
Return to starting point in zone 
where you finished. 

Objectives: 
Attric!kin;.; In the offensive .one 

Try ta obtain clear puck control 
In the "Green Zone". 
D coliapn to !more. 

This drill can be executed as A 
continuation to the previous two 
drills. 

Objectives: 
Attacking in the offensive zone 

The three defensive players arc 
piayinr three on three againat 
the attacking. forwards. . 

Try Lu obtain clear puck control 
in the "Green Zone", and set up 
the collapsing defenseman. 
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